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n ··r· 1 L'\S'I'lC ~~CP.T'f•<RING ./\1' 310 Uit::·V! 
DI FFT ~-:.: ;·; J'l.A f, C 11 )•-:•::; ·-.d C TV :;l\l AI'i q HYC()l L-PH(; TON (J~J L}\Rl .. ATION 

Law:rcnce RadiatiQn Laboratory 
Univc•r:>ity of Cali!t.:,rnia 
i1<•rkel~y. Calif(;;1·nia 

Pl.'tntic Hcattvring at 3lQ ... .ieV incide:nt-pion energy ha.t:J bceu n1.eaaured. The 

differential cross section waa rnca.:3t.rred at 28 anglco in the angular region 
' 

.!5 .:!t; Olab ~ 160 deg. The fractional rms error::; were typically 3%. The 

reaction was observed by counting the scattered pions emerging from a 

liquid hydrogen target with a counte:r telescope consisting of scintillation and 

Cenmkov counters. Simultaneously, the recoil-proton polari~ation was 

measured at four angles in the anguJar region 114 < () < !-1:6 deg. The 
em 

recoil protons frou1 the liquid hydrow·n ta.rgct were scatte1·ed fron1 a carbon 

target and the left-right asynuwch·y vu::trt Hlf' a uu:red. Scintillation counter a 

were u~Jed throughout to detcr:t th~ 1:•a.:rt.k.le •'· 
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. l. INTRODUC;flON 

The pion-nucleon intet·actiOtl has bE> en expo rimentally HtudiPd foJ some 

titHf>. In the majo.Hty of tht! elt.perlments performE"d, differential a.nd total 

crons aedions for the elastic scatte~·ing of positive and negatlvP pions on 

protont:J have been m(!Jasured. Althq\ilgh there ex.ish a reas10na.blt'! amount of 

data, most of it lack.:t completener:HI' and aCC\.tracy at any aingle ,.nergy, especially 

in tlle region nea.t 300 MeV. The e:Xpedments de scribed Ju,.rein s re a part c,£ 

a conti.ntilng eflort at the Lawrence .ittadiation Laboratory to obtaht accurate 

and complete data on the w-N interalction at 310 MeV. 
. . ' 

. . 1 
Pteviously Rogers et &1. 

had made accurate measurements ot the d1f£erential croas section for 1t + •p 
/ . 

elastic scatte ting, and Foote et al. i ha~ obtained recoil -proton polatizatlort 

for the same teaction. 
. . ' . . . + . . . 

However, ,investigation of 1r -p acatteting leads only 

to information about the { .. spin 3/2 state of the tt•N Yystetn• .. To obtain in(oJ· .. 

matlon about the l•spin 1/1. state, tljte •• -.?' frrtt~~rad~otT rrl'\l'li1ll>e studied. Jror 

this reason we have n1.ade meaaurerh~nts of the elastic scattering of negative 
. ' 

pions on protons: 

- .. 
tl' + p- 11' + p. 

The analysis of ;r .. N scattering data is usually made in terms l)f phase 

shifts. tn past analyses, amhiguiti~(i in phase-shift solutions have arisen. 
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Measurement. of the polarization of the recoU proton have been ahown to be 

useful iD removing these. We have therefore measured the recoil-proton 

polarl•atloD at several angles, and have also made an accurate measurement 

of the differential croaa aection. 

To significantly improve existing data, it was necessary to develop a pion 

beam of high intensity& for thh purpoae a 3 X 106 tr/aec beam was obtained 

at the 184-inch synchrocyclotron. A description of the pion beam, and the 

method• and results of both the differential crosa-aection and polarization 

meaaurementa, followa. 

' 



II. PION BEAM 

The ultimate l!lucce£1e of these exp~dment8 dep~nded upon having a very, 

inteo1H" :HO-MeY tr beam available. Because of the lmpo1·t·\DCf!l of thh beam 

to th~ .-xpedmenta, we devote this section to a d~tailed account ollts t.le1dgn 

and Hnal characteristic£.~. 

A. Design 

AftE-r a short prelii11\naJ·y run had shown that tr- beam• producf!d by the 

external proton beam of the 184-inch synchrocyclotron were unl!laU•factory, 

e Spt"cially for polari~aUob ~easurtunfints, a atudy was made of pos111ible 
I 

internally produced pto .. beams in the 300-MeV energy reglnn. ) mechanical 

orbit plotter was us,..d to trace the tr8.jectoi-y of the pion in the cy elotron field. 

Negative 1t rneeons were produ'b,t·d by buerting a berylHum ta raet into the 

740..;MeV internal proton beam of the 184-inch synchrocyclotron. ( liee Fig. 1). 

The pions produced at () deg were d~fi~cted out of the cyclotrc)D bt' its own 

maAnetic fif'ld, and pas11ed through • thin aluininum window in the vacuum 

tank and into the 8-in. aperture of the two-section (doublet) quad.r,\pole magnet. 

ol. This quadrupole formed a parallel beam that passed lnto IUl 9-ft-long 

iron collimator known as the Mesbrl Wheel. From the Wheel the bham entered 

the experimental area known aa th~e Meson. Cave, where it then enttlred another 

focusing quadrupole magnet 0
2

• This maJnet also had an A ln, a.petture and 

two sections~ Upon leaving Oz the beam wAs momenturn-analyst.ed br a 

bending magnet M
1

• The angle o! deflection chosen was 36 tleg. to compensate 

,, lor the momentum dispersion in the pion beam introduced by the cydotron. 

field. The combined effect of 0
2 

and M
1 

waa to focus an image ot the pion 

source on the liquid hydrogen target. 

An IBM 650 program DIPOLE was d~v("lopP.d• which appH~d olmplt- lens 

formulae to the two litections of the doublet quadrupoles, and th"'"' calouU.ted 
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current settingll. The <:urreut in the bending rnagnet M
1 
wa~ accurately 

determined by the suspended-wire technique. which was also used to check the 

currents in 0
2

• Fine tuning of the ·£ocu .. ing ma.gneh walj done with the pion 

beam and the beam profile counters described below. 

Ill. DIFFERENTIAL CROSS-SECTION MEASUREMENT 

The 310-MeV 11'- beam described above impinged on a 6-in. -diam liquid· 

hydrogen target. For most of the measurement the beam was n\onito:red with 

an argon-filled ionization chamber. The pions scattered by the hydrogen were 

detected with a counter telescope consisting of two plastic scintillation counters 

and a Cerenkov counter. During part of the measurement, the incident-pion 
; 

beam was monitored by a pair of scintillators in order to obtain a more accurate 

normalization of the differential cross section, which was measured at a total 

of Z8 angles. 

A. Experimental Arrangement and Apparatus 

Most of the counters used in. the differential cross-section measurement 

were composed of polystyrene plastic scintillator and were viewed with RCA 

6810A photomultiplier tubes. The exception was the liquid Cerenkov counter. 

c
1 

o Lucite light pipes or aluminim (Alzak.) light guides were used to guide the 

light to the phototube on all the counters. The Cerenkov counter was a. rectangular 

box with 1/8-in. lucite walls, filled with water. Data concerning the counters 

are found in Table I. · The positions of the counters used in the differential 

cross-section measurement are shown in Fig. 2. Not all o£ the counters 

ahown were ueed in every phase of the measurement. ' 
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and the flux through a 7-in. -diarl'l argon··filled ionization chamber, placed at the 

final focus, was .then optimized by varyi1:1g .the radial and azimuthal settings of 

the internal target as well as the tal· get matedal. The target finally used was 

beryllium,, 2 in. high, l(l. in. radially, and lying 1 in. along the beam direction. 

Helium bags placed throughout the accessible length of the magnet system reduced 

multiple scattering. The final beam had the characteristics: 

Intensity (maximum) 

Mean energy 

Energy half -width 

Image full width at half -max~ 

Horizontal 

Vertical 

f.1- contamination. 

e contamination 

3Xl06 n-/sec 

310 MeV 

5 MeV 

4.2 em 

3.2 em 

4.5% 

. < 0.3% 

The f.l- contamination was determined {rom an integral. range curve of the beam. 

A gas Cerenk.ov counter filled with sulfur hexafluoride was used to measure 

- '3 the e contamination. 

The position of the final focus was :e.xtermely sensiti~e to the radial setting of 

the internal target. Calibration of the radial target position was insufficiently 

accurate' to allow the cyclotron operator to set the target properly at the start of 

each day's operation. For this reason we had to determine the radial target 

position experimentally at the start of each run. This was accomplished by 

sweeping a pair of l/4 Xl/4 -in. scintillation counters, across the beam and thus 

measuring the beam profile. A constant check on possible beam shifts during 

runs was made by observing the ratio of counting rates in M 1 and M
2

• ThiEJ is 

discussed in section IV -A following. 

.·-.: 
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After leaving the l"nagnt>t l:iystem, and before :;triking the hydrogen target, 

the pion beam passed through a 10-in• -long brass colli.mator surrounded by 

lead. This collhnato1· was designed to attenuate the· spatial components of the 

pion beam which were directed toward the heavy aluminum flanges supporting 

the liquid hydrogen target. These components were the main source of coin

cidence counts in the differential cross-section measurement with the hydroge~ 

flask empty. The collimator was UHed only when the incident beam was 

monitored by the ionization chamber. 

The two scintillation counte .r s S 
1 

and s
2

, and the Ce renkov counter C 
1

, 

were grouped together· into a rigid counter telescope system with relative 

positions as shown in Fig. z. Thje Uquid oelected for the Cerenkov counter, 

C :l, was water, which gives Ceren.ltov light when traversed by charged particle~:~ 

having f3 ;,. o. 75. 

A threshold of f3 = 0. 75 allows the telescope to reject all protons and most 

irtelastic pions. It does not, however, reject the most energetic charged 

inelastic pions at forward angles. For this reaoon, at angles forward of 70 

deg in the lab system, copper absorber waa placed before counter c
1 

to degrade 

the energy of the most energetic inelastic pions, so that their velocity was 

below the threshold of the counter. The introduction of copper absorber in.to 

the counter telescope at forward angles, because of nuclear attenuation and 

Coulomb scatter .. ing,. reduced the number of elastically scattered pions in the 

telescope. 

To be able to correct for this reduction, measurements of telescope " 

efficiency in the angular region of interest were carried out. The counter 

telescope was placed in the incident-pion beam at low intensity. This incident 

beam was then degraded in energy, using copper absorber, to a number of 
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dilferent energies cor.responding to the!! energies of elautically scattered pions 

at lab angles from 25 through 70 deg• At each setting the appropriate amount 

of copper was placed in front gf counter c 1 in the counter telescope, and 
I 

measurement of the ratio s
1
s

2
c

1
;s

1
s

2
, was rml.de atthatineident energy. The 

efficiency was determined from the ratio following suitable corrections for 
I 

cpntaminants in the incident and scattered beams. 

At three of these energies, integral range curves were. taken of the 

incident beam, both to check ih er.t.ergy and to determine the muon conta:mina· 

tion. Values of muon contaminations at other energies were interpolated from 

a curve of the three points obtained from these range curves. 

A list of the amount of copper u~ed at each angle, and the calculated 

efficiency at that angle, is given in Table II. Measurements of the scattel'ing 

out of pions by counter s
2

, and the efficiency of the Cercnkov counter, were 

also obtained by recording the s1s2
c

1
/s

1
s

2 
ratio. with no copper in the counter 

telescope. 

Our electronics arrangement employed a coincidence circuit of the Garwin 

4 type to detect scattered events of interest. The output pulses from the photo-

multipliers were delayed and amplified when necessary. The properly delay(~d. 

pulses from all the counters were fed into the. multi-input coincidence circuit. 

The output pulses of the coincidence circuit were fed into 10-Mc discriminating 

units that in turn drove conventional scaling units. The resolving time of the . 

system was approximately 20X 10-9 sec. The appropriate counter voltages and 

delays were determined experimentally by optimizing the coincidence rate with 

respect to these variables. This was done in the incident-pion beam at low 

intensity. These settings were checked at a number of different scattering 

angles during the experiment. The current from the ion-chamber which 

monitored the incident-pion beam was tra,nsmitted to a standard integrating 
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electrometer by doublE-~ -shidded cable, ami displayed on a recorder. A scaler• 

gater unit was used to turn the ion ch~mb~r electrometer and aq scaling units 

on or off simultaneously. 

The liquid hydrogen tat·get consisted of an 11pright cylinder 6 in. in diam 

and 8 in. high, made of 0.01 0-in. Mylar and encased in a vacuum jacket 12 in. 

in diam. At beam level, the vacuum jacket consisted of 0.030 in. Mylar windows 
' ' . 

6 in. high, supported above and bel<\lw beam level by 1/2 in. Dural flanges. The 

Mylar extended a1·ound for 2 70 deg, ,making it possible to measure the recoil-

proton polarization oim.ultaneoualy With the differential Cross-section meaHUre-

ment. In order to measure the targ¢:t-empty rate, the liquid hydrogen was 

forced out of the target and back intq the reservoir by introducing heliuxn gaa 

at the top of the hydrogen container. The level of hydrogen b<>th in the target 

and in the hydrogen reservoir was nionitored by magnehelic gauges that 

measured pressure differential betw~en the top and the bottom of the target. 
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1. Accidental s and Background 

Accidentals in the counter telescope were measured in the usual manner. 

Each counter in the telescope was delayed in turn, with respect to the remain· 

ing counters, by 54 X 10-9 sec (the time difference between two successive 

cyclotron r£ pulses). The accidJntal coincidence rate of the telescope was found 

to ba < 0.1 o/o of the true counting 1·a.te at all angles, and hen~e negligible. 

The most hnportant source ?f backg1·ound comes from the scattering of 
I 
I 

pions in the walls of the hydrogen1-containing flask and surrounding _material. 

This background can be mea~ured by emptying the flask of hydrogen and 

measuring the target-empty rate. ':fhis rate varied ove1· different scattering 

angles from approx 25 to soo/o of the target-full rate. 

A more difficult background to measure is that from contami'nation by 

electrons (the term electrons is used. throughout this paper to mean both posi-

trons and negative electrons unless otherwise noted) in the scattered pion beam. 

These electrons result because the production of neutral pions in the charge-

exchange reaction (Eq. 1) takes place in the liquid hydrogen. The subsequent 

. 0 
decay of the 11' produces the electrons 

or 

- 0 
11' + p - 11' + n; 

11'0·- y f y. 

+ -
1r

0
- y + e + e • · 

The electron background arises from the two decay modes of the 11'
0 

{1) 

(2) 

( 3) 

indicated above because the counter telescope cannot distinguish between an 

electron and an elastically scattered pion. In the first (Eq. 2), the two gammas 

may interact with the hydrogen and surrounding materials to produce electron

positron pairs. In the second decay mode (Eq. 3 ), the e + + e- pair is produced 

directly in the tr0 decay ( Dalitz. pair). 5 
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The magnituie of the electron bacl<;.g:round for both 1t'o decay :modes can 

be calculated with ~ufficient accuracy if the charge -exchange cross section 

is known at 310 MeV. We calculated this background using the charge-exchange 

6 . 
data of Caris et al. at 317 MeV. The background due to the usual ~ecay of the ~ 

n° (Eq. 2), which for convenience we call "conversion electrons, 11 can be 

calculated from the charge -exchange differential cross se-.:tion, 6 the pair 

production cross sections for the various materials between the hydrogen tar

get and the counter telescope, 
7 

and the opening-angle distribution of the 

electron-positron pairs. 8 Background due to Dalitz pair production, for 

convenience called "Dalitz electrons, " can similarly be calculated with the 

charge-exchange c:ross section, 6 the branching ratio of the n° decay, 9 and 

the opening angle distribution of the Dalitz electron pairs. 9 • 10 

The results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 3. Figure 4 h a 

11omooth" fit to the measured differential cross section in the same units, for 

comparison. 

It was possible to make some experimental checks on the calculated electron 

contatnination de scribed above. The first source of background is due to the 

·conversion of y ray3 in the target and surrounding material, and is therefore 

proportional to the amount of material between the scattering point and the 

counter telescope. Approximately 1% of the y 1s coming from the target are 

converted into pairs by this material. 

The calculation on conversion electrons was checked by increasing the 

amount of converting material between the target and counter telescope. From .,. 

one to five 0.15 -g/cm2 sheets of copper were placed next to the target, and 

the counting rates in the counter telescope obtained for each case with the 

liquid hydrogen target both full and empty. Each coppet· sheet converted 

roughly the same number of y 1s from the charge-exchange reaction as did the 
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target without copper. By e.r.:tl·apoln.tirig a curve of thtYcounting rate vs 

"effective target thickness" to· :.-.e ro target thickn:e as at· several angles, U1.e 

conversion-electron contamination could be dete:tmined with £air accuracy at 

these angle e. The mea~;~ured values agreed well with the calculated values. 

The second source of background is the Dalitz paira. No direct measure-

ment of this contaxnination was made, but a check on the total background frorn 

charge -exchange scattering was obtained by putting a conjugate counter in 

·coincidence with the CO\.mter telescope. Thb counter (S
3

) was placed at an 

appropriate angle on the other side of the target to detect the proton conjugate 

to the ela8tically scattered pions counted in th<~ counter telescope •. Essentially 

none of the electron9 can duplicate this coincidence bet"vcen the conjugate 

coullter and counter telescope; hence,· a con1.parison vf rateB ·with and without 

the conjugate counter in coincidence can give the contarnination at tho£;e angle a 

where the measurexnent can be made:: •. The si:i.;e .of s
3

, fixed by the geometry 

nf the target and counter telescope, prohibits mea.~:~urements f:rorn being at 

pion lab angle's much greater than 100 deg, because s
3 

then partially intercepts 

the incident pion bean1. and is jammed by it. At forward pion angles (5
3 

angles 

·near 90 deg lab), the 'Protons either do not get out of the target or are badly 

multiply scattere~. For these rf~asons, n1easurement~ could only be rnade near 
·. ) 

90 deg pion labt~ngles. Those tnade we1·e in agreement with the calculation of 

the total electron contamination.· 

2. Cross-Section and N~)nnalization Mea::rurement 

Oat~ fox· the cross -section measurenwnt were taken at 28 lab scattering 

angles from 25 to 160 deg in r.. -deg steps. The incident beam \vas monitored 

by a 7-in. -diam Argon-filled ionization chamber, and the scattered pions were 

cll"!tccted by the counter telescope s
1
s

2
'C

1
• The data were taken in r.ycles of 
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hydrogen target full and empty. Ordinarily. several such cyclea were com• 

pleted and then the counter telescope wa·s moved to a different angle. At 

several anales. voltage plateaus of all counters were checked. The accidental& 

mentioned previously were checked with target full and empty and found to be 

negligible at all angles. Data were taken at several angles with the counter 

telescope at varying distances from the target. thus giving a solid angle other 

than the~ "normal" one. The value of the cross section obtained in this way was 

ln agreement with the value with data taken at the "normal" solid angle. Data 

taken at full beam level were checked at lower beam levels throughout the 

duration of the experiment and !o1,1.nd to be independent of beam level. 

A pion beam of intensity greater than 106 pions/sec was necessary to 

achieve the accuracy desired in the differential cross -section measurement. 

Such an intense beam cannot be counted by scintillation counters because 

counting losses are prohibitive with the usual cyclotron duty cycle and present 

~sec resolving times of coincidence circuitry. TberE'fore, as mentioned aqove, 

the differential cross -section data were taken wbUe the incident pion beam 

was being monitored with an ionization chamber. lt was felt, however, that 
I . 

if accurate measurerrents of the differential cross section could be made at a 

lew angles while monitoring the incident beam with counters. this would allow 

more accurate determination o£ the overall normalization of the differential 

erose aectlon than with the ionization chamber alone. 

Such a measurement became feasible with the completion of the auxiliary 

dee of~ Berkeley 184-inch cyclotron. which increa~es the duty cycle by 

roughly a factor of 25 0 which in turn allows much higher counting rates in beam 

counter• with negligible counting losses. 

., 
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No changes were made in the beam or target during the normalization 

run. .The ionization chamber was replaced by counters B
1 

apd·Bz as shown 

ln Fig. z. The dimmsions of the counters are given in Table I. ·The signals 

from counters B 1 and B2 were delayed with respect to the counter telescope 

and amplified. They were then fed into a Wenzel-type coincidence 11 ·with an 

8X 10·9 sec resolving time. The output of the coincidence circuit was ampli·. 

tied and then split, half the signal driving a 40-Mc discriminator-scaler unit, 

and the other half being put into coincidence with the counter telescope in the 
. 3 . 

Oarwin•type coincidence circuit. The output of this circuit was fed into a 

10-Mc discriminator unit that in turn fed uniform pulses to 10-Mc scaler units. 

During the experimental run the counting rate in beam counters was 

varied from about 1 to 3 X 105 w/sec. ·The beam thne characteristics and the 

scaler gating were continuously displayed on a dual-beam oscilloscope. 

Periodic checks of counting losses were made by delaying counter B1 with res

pect to counter B
2 

by 54 X 10"'9 sec • .The counting losses were always c 0.10/o 

ol the counting rate. Crosa•section measurements were made with the counter 

tele.acope at three lab scattering angles of 50, 90 and 145 deg. 

Each cyele eonslsted of a target-full and target-empty l'un, and a run on 

: . . -9 . 
both a full and empty target with the beam counters delayed by 54 X 10 sec 

with respect to the counter telescope. This coincidence rate measured the 

accidental rate between the telescope and beam counters. A correction to the 

data was made for this accidental rate, which was less than Z"/o of the normal 

counting rate at all angles. 

A Hat of cross-section data obtained in this normalization run is given 

in Table II I. 
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Sevl"'ral corrections muat be .r.na.de to th~ raw''da.ta h·~fore a diffe•·entia.l 

cross s~ction carib~ ext:ract~c~d frorn i.t. One purpor>e uf the t:le::l.surement 

was to keep theRe correction.~~ <\"t.; Bmall a.:;; p<>suible. con.c•ir"tent Viith the per-

fot·mance of the poladz;J.tion mea~nu·eraent diBCtl.t31'H~d in Sec. IV of th.is paper. 

The largest corr~'!ctiona were for background. The tarw:;t-enTpty rat~: wa.s 

subtra.cten fro-n·t the targetMfull :rate ·at <.~ach angle, to obtain the cou.nting rate 

due to byrlrogen alon~ and the electron background w;.ts then :.>ubtracted fr,·,tn 

ln addition to the correcHon for copper in the telescope n.t angles fc..:J:ward of 

70 deg lab, a further correction·had to be apf>lied for pionu sca.ttcn"d out by 

the fell"scope counter~'.! them:st~lveH. This efficiency varied from 98.5 to 97% 

for all angl0s <\t which data wa;; tal\:cn. Additional cor:rection.G, each lct;s tha.n 

1% of the effect, were !nade for finite ~>i;;~ee of the target and dcfilling cou_nt·~r 

for the counter telescope. r.e ~~·catto:-~J:ing in hydrogen of a once -sc.:'attered pion, 

·1nultiple scattedng, \~tc. All these correctiorw were also applied to the 

normalizati.on rut1 d,;,t::.t. 'A further correction wat3 rnade for the contar't1inati.on 

Of fiUOUti anu electron13 in the~ i.ncident-pion bean:·I. 

,. 
Tlte lab differet"ltial cl'·oss 5ectiorl i$ I~eJ.a,t~.d t() tl1e '-·\V'.=!rag.c:~ ~·:<:.r:tttr.:;:,:·et:.t 

pion per incident pion, N /N., by the equat:ioil 
s 1 

N ( 0) 
8 

-~or· 
<'~, ~.L J. ' 

1 

{ ·J} 

whe1·e N. is the nurnber of incident pionn, anJ. t.r lH thf.~ nuJ.u.lJ,:;:l· of ~Jion..-:; 
1 ~ 

scattered into a counter that '''lbtendd a ~olid angle \r a::'! fh~en :fron1 the ta:..·get. 
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During most of the experiment. n wa!-:i '-~<lll~lto ;~. 70 X 10·J sr. The target 

. 23 2 
conatant Twas 6.16x 10 · proton!J/cm ·• 

In order' to obtain a tnore accurate normalization of the croHs 'il~ction. 

data than that obtained with tht~ ion chanlbf.~r, the 28 angular di.stxibution 

points measured while monitoring the incident beazn with the ion charr.tb(')r 

were trans!orrned into the center·~of-masa syst~1n, as were. the 3 ·:lifferentia.l 

cro.is section poiut3 obtained with r,cintillation counters monitoring the 

inchlcnt pion bearn. 
I • 

.'\ least-squal.·e:~ fit of a power series in cos i} 
· . c. rn. 

(when~ V ::: c. m. angle) was made to the 28 c. rn. angular dit;tl'ibution 
c. 11"1. . ' . 

points. This resulted in a srnooth "best fit" curve for all c. rn. an.gle:·>. The 

vallles of the angular distribution points (in units of countt:; per I. V. {1 I. V. = 

-8 10 Coulombs of charge collected fror:n. the ionization charnbex) v.;e rc taJc.,~n 

frotn this curve at the three angles where the norn'lalization differential cross-

section measuretnent had been 1nade. The average value of the ratio 

{counts/I. V. )/(mh/sr), obtained at each of the three angles, wa.B u~~··;J t'; 

normalize the angular distribution. 

An absolute calculation of the differential cross section was al.:5o n1.ade by 

using the ionhation chamber alone. The absolute scale of the differential 

cross section measured with the ionhation charnber had an uncertainty of 

about 6o/o, while the normalization. procedure de scribed above resulted in about 

a 3o/o uncertainty in the absolute scale factor. The scale factor as deterrnined 

by the ionization chamber differed from that determined by the normalization 

procedur·e by 3.5 o/o. 

A list of differential croGa section vs c. m. scattering angle is given in 

Table IV. A graph of the data i~ shown in Fig. 5. 

The uncertalntie~ ansociated with the differential cross sect:~on rneasure-

ments fall into three natural catagor ies: (a) counting statistic~, {b) ab.;;olute 
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differential cross Bection scale, and (c) corrections. The counting C:~tatistics 

were determined in the usual manner, through the formula. 

6. s - g + 
(

N ) [ N (0) 
~- - Nil 'full 

(5) 

A list of the perc'2.'ntage error in the differential cross section due to 

counting statistics is found in the last column of Ta.hle IV. The error in the 

absolute cross section scale resulted mainly from Btatistical counting errors 

on the normalization points and uncertainty in the target constant. The error 

in the determination of the solid angle is negligible. 

A parameter E was 'introduced to express the uncertain.ty in the absolute 

differential cross section scale. Thedata are thus presented as (do/dw}(l+E), 

where the most probable value of~ is zero. The error on ..: is estimated to 

be 3o/o. 

Errors due to various correctiotts to the data are the most difficult to 

estimate. The main uncertainty comes from the calculation of the electron 

contamination in the scattered pion beam. It was estimated that because of 

uncertainties in the data used and approximations made, an error of between 

15 and 20o/o of the magnitude of the correction should be attached to this calcu-

lation. The uncertaintites in the corrections for telescope efficiency, finite 

counter and target size, etc. • result in essentially negligible errors for most 

of the differential cross-section points; however, the corrections themselves 

have been included in determining the magnitude of the differential cross 

section. The errors quoted in the differential cross -section points in Table IV 

are an rms combination of the counting statistical erro1· and the electron 

contamination error. 

A measurement of the total cross section was also carried out but will 

not be discussed in this report. A transmission measurement was made as 
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a function of cutoff angle. 
12 The analyt3ia of this data by a phase-shift pro-

gram (seefollowing paper by the authors·, "Pion-Nucleon Scattl':ring at 310 MeV: 

Phase-Shift Analysis.") led to the value of 27.7-1: 0. 7 rnb. in good a.greement 

with values obtained by other experimenters at thla energy. 13 

IV. PO LARIL.ATION lvl.EASUH.EMENT 

This section reviews briefly ,the standanl method of measuring polariza-

tion, and describes the apparatuH; user:!.. The' expcri.;r1•:.ntal pt'OC{~·hn·es a.n~ 
. ' . 

! 
outlined and the results and unce:hainties quoted. 

1. Method 

In order to rnea.sure the polari:t.ation of a given bea.n'l of particles, one 

may utilb.e scattering frorn a spin-zero rnaterial, in our car;e carbon. The 

differential cross section for scattedng a beam of particles of polarizati,.:m 

p 1 directed alcng some unit vector 111 is given by:
14 

( 6) 

where 

[ 
du ( tl) l dQ 

0 

is the differential cross section for an uupol~uized beam scattering through 

an angle 8, P ( (;)) is that polarization that would reS\.Ut from scattering an 
2 

... 
unpolarized beam through an angle e. and the unit vector n 2 {r; defin.<"d hy: 

lJ' = k. X }t;: /lk i X k I . 
~.. ~-1nc -- scatt -· nc - scatt 

If the SCattering is in the plal'le perpendicular to the unit V•~Ctor n
1 1 then 

the quantity n
1 

• ;;_
2 

if3 :t 1. We have the quantity 

Asymrnett·y s e( 8) c 
I L ( 0) - I R( 0) 
--·--·--- ( 7) 
I L ( ·!) + I .R ( 0) 
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where lL(O) = da/d0 (0, n 1 • n2 = 1), and IR((;)) = da/dP. (l-.1, n
1

• n
2 

%-1) •. If 

we use F:q. (6), Eq. ( 7) re<htces to reduces to 

(8) 

Equation (8) represents the asyr:nrnetry observable after two consecutive 

scatterings in the sam.e plan~. as sh~'l"..i\'tl in F'i.g. 6. Although the recoil-proton 

scattering angle u
1 

is to the right, th-E' pio1·J. ucatters to the left, an.d hence 

Unit Vector n
1 

iB directed OUt of the paper.', as l B unit vector ;, for 0
2 

left. . . 2 

It should also be noted that although t:J:·l.e proton appears to scatter right in 
i . 

·Fig. 6, the center -of-mass picture mho\vln ~n Fig. 7. indicates that both pion 

and proton undergo a left scatiering. Th•e ~~uanti.ty P 
2 

for carb~n is knc.)\vn, 

so one could in principle calculate P
2 

ior t~~e systezn; however, sine~ our 

I . 
counters have finite size, and the analyzing target consists partly of carhon 

I 

I 

and partly of Gcintillator (sec counter r~., F'ig. 8), we chose to dcterrnine P 
2 

experimentally. ThiD is discussed in Sec. IV-B. 

The angular region measurable wi.th a carbon analyzing target is severely 

limited by the sharp drop in.polarizat~on of protons on carbon below proton 

energies of about 120 MeV. For the J.n.rgest of our proton angles (about 32-deg 

·lab), the energy of the recoil proton a·f~ it leaves the hydrogen target is only 

130 MeV; we are therefore forced to uBe a thinner carbon target to :rninilnize 

additional energy loss, This reduces· the counting rate and makes measure-

ment of polal'ization at larger angles impractical.. Also, measuring polari-

zation at angles less than 17 cleg is hindet·ed by the main pion b~::am hitting 

the one analyzing tele.'3cop"!. 

Referring to Fig. 8, the recoil protons were defined by a coincidence of 

the form ABR
1 

R
2

• Counters A and B c<:'unted the proton, and R 1 and R 2 the 
' I 

scattered pion. Thr.! 1·equirement of ~1 J~2 c?inci.dence with AB sharply rc-

duced the poudbility of counting inela~t~c protons, because these WO'I.Ud not 
I 



usual\y obey the required ldnematic~J •. The protonG were then scattered by 

the carbon target.(and also, to HO!nl"; ~xh~nt, by coun.ter . .B),· imd the relative 

intensHie~ into counters D
1

1£:
1 

and D2 :~: 2 were measured. In the o:dentation 

o! Fig. 3, the quantity tL o( Eq. { 7) 'ts given by (ABR
1

R
2

D
1 

E i )/{ABR
1 

R
2 

), 

.and IR ie give~n by (ABR
1

R
2

D
2

E
2
)/(AHR

1 
R

2
) • 

.. 
In the interest of reducing tl~.e accidP.ntal rate,· counter F was placed in 

anticoincidence so that the numb~!· ol triggers for countexs D and E would be 

reduced to that number of recoil ,pl'otons actually :.:;cattered out by countei· H 

and the carbon target. The rate of ABR
1 

R
2

F" compar.ed to ABR
1 

R
2 

was about 

12%, i.e., 1t1 12o/o of the protons acaLtte:red from. the carbon ta1·get and count~~r 

B. 

Counters M
1 

and M
2 

were ur:H~~d to 1nonltor the center line of. the recoil

proton beam, by moving them laterally until the rates ABR
1 

R
2
Mi and 

ABR1 R 2 
M

2 
were approximately equal. Any deviations frorn. equality during 

the course of a run then indicated a ~1hift in center line. 

2. Apparatus 

The liquid hydrogen targ<~t ut~ed was the same as described in Sec. III-A. 

The scintillation counters were mounted as shown in Fig. 9. Only the 

scintillator parts of each countex: arce ahown. A tranait 'Nas mounted dixectly 

above the pivot as shown; the angle 0
2 

was then set by sighting on the centers 

of counters o
1 

and DZ. Counters lvh and M
2 

had movenHmt perpendicular to 

the beam line on a screw-driven tal)l.~, which allowed setting to approximately 

0.05 em. Scintillator dimensions are given in Table V. 

3. Counters and Electronic~ 

All the COLtnt~r.9 .were rectanguLu· polystyrene scir~tillator:a connecte:d 
. i . 

through lucite light pipes to RCA ~e;1o-A photomultiplier tubes. 
' . . 

The negative output pulse frorn the phototube waa then amplified and fed 

into Wc.nzel coincidencf~ circuits. 10 Atter:npts to form a four -fold (AHR1 R 2 ) 
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coincidence proved unsttcee~sf,ll. owing to the significant tiJll,e spread ip · 

R1 and R2 pulses with :re~pcct to A and B pulses. Wherever ·counters of 

rather large dlmensi0ns were used (counters R, D, and E), it was neceaiary 

to form double coincidences of the fot·m R
1
R

2
• D

1
E

1
, etc., ~cl to mix the 

• output of these double:3 with the other pulses. The basic ABR
1 

R
2 

coincidene• 

was produced by two identical circuits; both these outputs were scaled, and 

one waa used a~~ a trigger for the remaining four types of coincidences, 

B. Experimental Procedures·· 

1. General 

All the counters were first placed in the pion beam and the signals pro•

perly delayed. Voltage plateaus were also determined whUe the counters 

were atiU in the pion beam: then the delays were adjusted to compensate for 

the velocity difference between pions and recoil protons. 

The apparatus was then moved to an angle 02 of about ZO deg, and the 

voltage plateaus were determined for protons. Copper absorber 1/Z in, thick 
I· -

was placed between counters R
1 

and; R2 to reduce the number .of low-energy 
' ' . 

'particles giving an R
1 

R2 c~incidence. Co?per absorber was also placed · 

between counters D and E: the amount was determined by the procedure des-

crlbed in Sec. lV-B-2.. 

When the voltage levels had been determined for all counters; all voltages 

were changed by ::1:50 volts, which produced no change in counting rates. This 

check was repeated periodically· throughout the experiment. 

Accidental rates were determined by delaying counters D and E with rea .. 

pect to the ABR
1 

RZ.I' trigger by: 54 nsec. This is the time difference between 

two radioirequency fine -structure pulses of the cyclotron. The accidental 
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counting rate was observed to be .strongly dependent on the duty cycle of the 

cyclotron. In orde ;: to monitor the cyclotron duty cycle. the output of a 

scintillation counter placed in the main pion beam was displayed on an oscillo

scope, and a continuous effort was made to keep the beam apread out over as 

·long a time interval as possible. 

At the smallest proton lab angh· ( 16.9 deg) the accidental rate in the DE 

telescope neare~:;t the main pion l)eam became prohibitive; this waa improved 
I 

by stacking lead between counte ': 1J ahd the main pion beam, which shielded 

the tE!lc scope from the hydrc,gc·n ta rg~·t. 

PC'asib1e differences in f'fficiency between counter telescope:~ o
1

E
1 

and. 
I 

DZ~Z were minimized by reversing the positions of the two telescopes regularly; 

the asymmetries measured by each telescope were then compared. The 

asymmetry measured by each tcle scope at ea.:h angle is recorded in Table VI, 

and the final asymmetry quoted at ea-::h angle is the average of the two telescop~s. 

Asynunetry .... as measured at equal angles to the left and right of the main 

pion beam. Since the unit vector n, defined in Sec. tV -A, is opposite in 

. direction for these two scattedngs. the p1·eferred spin direction for a given 

·value o£ polarization (P
1

) also changes sig~. The quantity Pz remains the 

same, so the asymmetry aa defined by Eq. ( 7) should also change sign. This 

was observed to be so, and is shown .in Table VI. 

z. Asymmetry Measurement 

Counter telescope AB was positioned at eat:h recoil angle by means of a 

. h·ansit on the pion beam center line, downstream from the hyd1·ogen target. 

Counter B was beam-definin.g, and the angle w".s set to about 0.05 deg. Count-ar 

telescope Rl R
2 

was then tJet at the corre£~pond~ng recoil-pion angle by means 

of an angle scale ins~ribed on the .supporting table. Thh setting was accurate 

to about O.Z dcg. 
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The !ir(•t measurement made at (lach l'ect:•il angle was a range determination 

using both eountet· telescopes n
1

1r:1 and D
2

E
2

• With the telel8copes set at 

a2 = 0 deg, the t·atio (ABR
1 

R
2 
Dl~)/(ABR1 R2

D) waa rneaaured and plotted 

against thicltness o£ copper absorl:•er between :o and E. The range determined 

from these curves a·greed well with kinema.ticEJ, ;,nd agreement between the 

two·DE telescopes was also good, 

Examination of the tail of the ~ange cU.rve s indicated that ol the real 
I ' 
I 

ADR1 R20 counts, only abou~ 2% ~~rre ps~rticles of range greater than that o£ 

protons for this recoii angle. ThEt 11 set point 11 indicates the amount of copper 
I I ': I . . . 
I ! , 

absorber placed between counters D and E during asymmetry measurements. 
: I 

This absorber was used in part to discrhninate against protons that scatter 

inelastically from carbon and :ln part to reduce the number o£ DE coincldencea 

from stray low-energy particles. The 11 set-po~nt" for each recoil angle is 

given in Table VII. 

The center line of the recoil-proton beam was then determined.for the 

two telescopes, by sweeping each telescope across the proton beam ln l .. deg 
' 

steps, and plotting (ABR1 R2
DE)/(ABR

1 
R:!) against 6

2
• The center line was 

·determined to 0.05 de g. Checks were, made freq\lently during the early stages 
I· 

of the experiment to ascertain the consta~cy .of the center line, Later it was. 
I 

concluded that keeping the ratio (ABR
1 

R2M
1 
)/(ABR1 R2

M2) between 0.90 and 
. . 

1.10 guarant~ed a shift ln proton center line of less than O.OS deg. 

Tele.scopes o
1

E
1 

and D2E 2 were the, set at equal angles 8l measured 
I 

from the center line as determined by the
1 
r,eapective telescope, and the follow

! 

ing four counting rates were measured: 
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(c) target empty, delays norma.li ;and 
" . 

(d) target empty, DE delayed S4 nsec with respect to ABRlllz.J'• 

Rates (a) and (b) were monitored against the ABR
1 

Rz. rate, as well aa 

against readings of an argon-filled ionization chamber placed in the main 

pion beam before the hydrogen targetl rates (c) and (d) were monitored against 

the ionization chamber only. 

At all angles, rate (c) was less than 4"/o of rate (a). At 6 = 31.6 deg. rate 

(b) was about 7"/o of rate (a), and at all other angles it was less than so/o. Aa 

a check on the validity o£ measuring at:cidentals in this manner, the beam was 

turned down to about i.s X 106 tr/eec, and asymmetry was measured for 

6 = 31.6 deg. ,Rate (b) dropped to les'i than so/o. but the net' counting rates were 

unchanged. Rate (d) was in all cases· less than 1"/o. 

Table Vll summarize a pe rtincmt qu!J.ntitie s for each of the angles measured. 

3. Calibration 

As mentioned in Sec. IV -A, the quantity P 2 was determined experimentally 
z . 

for this counter arrangement. · Thh c;uibration was carried out by Foote, and 

wUl be discussed very briefly here~ 'rhe reader is referred to the above 
' I . 

publication for a detailed account of tll.e calibration procedure. 

A beam of protons was scatter
1
ecl from a 1/l·in. carbon target at an 
I 

angle of 13.8 deg. These scattered ]uotons were then analyzed by the counter 
.I , . . 
I : 

system under conditions identical with that of the actual asymmetry measure-
' 

ments, as discussed. in Sec. IV '"B·Z~ Thi! measut·ed quantity ez is then equal 

to P 
1 

P 
2 

~ where P 
1 

is the polarhati-.:;n of the once .. scattered pt·oton beam. ·. P 1 
· " I ·15 · 16 17 

was calculated from data of Dickson and Salter, Tyren et al., and Hafner. 

The values. of Pz. = e
2
/P1 quoted in 1'a>ble VIII are the averaged values given 

in Foote. Z 
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C. Polarization Results and Exp~ rimental Uncertainties 

1. Results 

Table V1 presents the m~asured asymmetries as determined by the two 

telescopes for 61 to the left and right. The results from the two telescopes 

arc averaged, and the valuea for 0
1 

left and right are in turn averaged and 

listed in Table VIU. 

., ..... Uncertainties I 
I . 
I I ' 

The principal sources of erior ih the asymmetry measurements are from 
I 

' I 

. . I . 

counting stati12tics and uncertainty ini recoil-proton beam center line. Counting 
' ' 1 

statistical errors in asymmetry are fela.ted to errors in tL and IR (see Eq. 7) 

byl8 

z 
f)e~ 1-e 

?. 

These errors are quoted in Table VII. 

Uncertainty in asymmetry due to uncertainty in center line h related to 

angular uncertainty by18 

where t 0 is the average dilferential cross section for scattering at a lab angle 

6
2 

(see Fig. 8)~ For the geometries· use in the aforementioned experimental 

arrangements, de/d9
2 

.'= 0.2/deg. 

As stated in Sec. iV -B-2, the recoil-protein beam center line was deter-

mined to about 0.05 deg from the umbra curves. The monitor counters M 1 
and M~ guarantee·d the constancy of the beam center line during the course of 

any runa The transit made angle settings possible to about 0.02 deg, a negli-

gible contribution to the uncertainty. From these considerations, the rms error 

due to center line uncertainty was 6.e =s 0.010. This error was added in rms 
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fashion to the counting statistical untertainties, and quoted ln Table VIU, 

The m~an recoil -proton lab angie i~ assumed known to 0.40 de g. Thh 

uncertainty arises partly from unce1·tainty ln the pion beam center line, and 

partly from the calculation needed to determine the mean lab angle from the 
i 

actual center line of counters A and B (nece'1&sitated by the variation of the 

differential cross section across the finlt.e, riJize of counters A and B). 'the 
I 

' i 
inCident-pion beam center line was deter~ined to 0•3 deg, and the setting of 

i 

the A-B center line by' transit was dependa.ble to about o. i deg. The pion beam 
• ! 

was centered on the li~uid hyidrogen target at the beginning of each day by 
I 

methods outlined in Sdc. tl-B so that dailly variations of beam center line we:te 

minimized, 
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Counter 
No. 

Bl 

132 

sl 

sz 

s3 

cl 

Table I. Counters uaed in the diff'erential cross .. · 
section mea.~Jure1nent. 

Type Light guide Size 
or pipe 

Plastic scint. Alum. 4 in. diam 

Plastic Bcint. Alum. 3 in. diam 

Plastic scint. Alum .• 4 in. diam 

UCRL-10420 

Thicknese 
(in.) 

1/8 

1/16 

1/16 

Plastic scint. Lucite 2-l/4 in. diam 1/4 

Plastic scint. Lucite 12X 12 in. 3/4 

L11c I 1:{' 4 X 4 in. 1-1/l 

============:::=:.:==-===-·---··-·· --·····-·····--··-··---··-··· -- ----- .................... ·-- ================= ---·-·· ---- ...... -· .... --·- ----------" ............ - ........................ . 
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Ta.bl~ n. J:"oz·wa.l·J-angl('-COt.Ult<"l" tdescope efficiencies. 
==========~ ·:::::.::;::: :::.::::.::::::::.:::.~. --. -

30 

35 

40 

15 

50 

55 

60 

65 

70 

EfHdcncy 

O.BO.?. 

o. 8~ Q 

0.867 

0.890 

0.918 

0.955 

0.967 

0.976 

0.978 

1.00 

Amount Cu in 
telescope 
(g/cmZ) 

33.6 

zs.s 

22.6 

16.7 

13.9 

R.6 

5.4 

3.7 

3 .. 3 

o.o 

----···~~·========================~================================ ---···-.. -
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Table Itt. Normalization run, differential crose .. section data. 

Normalh.ation 
8lab 9 da 1-c. m. aw em (de g) (de g) (mb/sr) 

50 66.8 0.948± .Ol9 

90 109.B o.447tt .o19 

i45 l55.l 0.941± .022 
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Table tv. --p diff('rt~ntia.l cross sc~ctlon in the center-o£-mai5S system. 1f 
-~-·"'·"-··••o-.___. .... , ... , .... _____ ,._,~~---··-
---··----·--'""---- .. ··---·-·---·-

0tau 11 DCS Percentage error due t~ c. D'l. 
(mb/er) counting statistics only (de g) (dP-g) 

~---- ··------· 
25 34.7 1.184+ .0·13 z.s 
30 ·HA 1.1'71·.!:.035 1.4 

't; 17.9 1.151!:.033 1.5 
40 54.4 Ll2'5± .029 1.5 
4:, 60.6 l.027± .027 1.7 

' 
50 66 .• P, b.970J.: .,0;~3 1.4 

5S 7;~. 7 0.85j3:J: .023 1.8 

60 78.5 o. 77(1± .018 1.6 

65 A4.1 o.6r,io*= • o ta 2.1 

70 89.6 o.63,5c!: .015 1.9 
I 

75 94.9 0.561± .017 2.6 

BO 100.0 0.498± .013 2.2 
I 

85 105.0 0.·161± .014 2.7 

90 109.8 0.480± .009 1.5 

95 114.5 0.182± .016 2.9 

100 119.0 0.5141:.012 1.8 
105 123.5 0. 5 3 () ~: • 0 1 3 z.o 
110 12 7.8 0.590±: .018 2.7 

115 132.0 0.663+ .• 019 2.5 

12.0 136.0 0.715-J: .016 1.9 

125 140.0 0.764±.021 2.7 

130 1'!1.0 0.822± .0?..0 2.3 

135 14 7.8 0.817:!: .021 z.,l 
140 151.6 0.889± .02.5 2.7 

145 155.2 0.941± .015 1.4 

150 158.9 o. 991± .028 2.5 

155 162.4 o.93Z:i~ .029 l.1 

160 166.0 0.9!4± .042 4.2 
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1'a.ble V. Dimenaiona of counters used in polarization measurement. 

======------'-----------· 
Couute1· 

A 

8 

R 1 and R
2 

n
1 

and o2 

E
1 

and E 2 

F 

Dimensions 
(in.); 

l/4X'Z.X6 

l/4X2X8 

3/8Xl2Xll 

3/4X4X20 

3liX6X22 

3/4X6Xl2 

l/4XlX6 
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Table VI. Asymrnetry sumrnary • 
= "+= 

o
1
(lab) TeleRcope Telescope Average asymmetr~a 

(df'g} DlEl TJ2E2 

16.~ L} b 
-:0.1831~ ~ 05 0 -0. 092 J: • 0 t 7 -O.l35:J: .034 

! 

16.6 R 0.2.35:!:: .067 0.143:-!: ;.050 0.177± .0·10 

l2.1 L} -0.192:!: .049 -b.z 70:i: ;,O·l4 -0.236:i~ ~033 

22.1 R 0.2.88± .050 0.304± .• oso 0.296± .035 

26.6 Rc o. 366:.t • 046 0.377± •011 0.371± .031 

3I.6 L} -0.295±: .060. .,0.193± .064 -0.248± .044 

31.6 R . 0.298~: .088 ,0.330± J.079 0.316t~ .059 

a The average asymmetry was; obtain~d by combining the measurements of 

i ' the two telescopes weighted by theinverse of the square of their errors. The 

[( 
! ·2 . -2]-1/2 . . 

error quoted is equal to l\e
1

') +(Ae
2

) , where 6.e
1 

and 6e
2 

are the 

errors on the asymmetry measured by telescopes 1 and 2. 

bAll errors quoted on this page are based on counting statistics. 

c Time limitations made it impractical to measure the asymmetry for 

0
1 

= 26.6 deg L. In view of the good agreement between left and right at the 

other three angles it was deemed unnecessary to make the measurement at 
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Table Vll. Summary of pertinent quantities. 

Quantity Mean recoll•proton lab angle (deg) 

16.6 ll.l 26.6 31.6 

c. m. scattering angle (deg) 145.2 133.8 124.5 114.2 

Analyzing-telescope angle 
0

2 
(deg) 15.5 15.5 17.0 17.0 

Thickness of carbon-analyzing 
target (in.) z.o 1.0 0.5 0.5 

Copper absorbei· thickness . 2 
between counters D and E (g/cm ) 5.03 7.90 6.42 4.29 

Approx scattered-proton rate 
(ABC

1
C

2
) per minute 1250 900 680 650 

Approx average analyzed 
proton rate (ABC 

1 
C

2
DEF) per 

3 1.3 0.7 0.9 minute . 

'total number of full-normal 
counts recorded 2400 2200 1350 ll50 



Table VIII. Polarization summary. 

Center-of-mass angle (deg) 114.2 124.5 133.8 145.2 

Average asymmetry a . b 
0.269± .037 0.3 71± .032 0.264± .026 0.152± .027 

Analyzing abilityc 0.344± .034 0.573± .046 0.449± .032 0.500± .020 

Recoil-proton polarization o. 784± .132 0.648± .076 0.589± .072 0.304± .055 

a This is the ave~age o£ the two asymmetries measured by telescopes 1 and 2 given in Table VI. 

The individual quantities have been weighted by the inverse of the square of their errors. 

b This quoted error in asynunetry include~ the ~certainty of 0~09 due to center-line. uncerW.~ 
CseaSec. IV-C-2). 

c This analyzing ability was measured by Foote (reference 2) and is the average of the v~u~~ 

given in Table Vl~ 

I 
\..v 
C' 
I 



Fig. 1. Beam layout. 
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FIGUR1<: CAPTIONS 

UCRL•l0420 

Fig. 2. Scale drawing (plan view) of counter and target arrangement used 

to measure differential cross section. 

Fig. 3. El~ctron contamination in the scattered pion beam ae a function of 

laboratory-system scattering angle. 

Fig. '!. Smooth curve of lab-:3ystem n • angular distribution vs scattering 

angle. 

Fig. 5. ·· 31 0-Me V n • differential crous section plotted vs scattering angle 

i 
in the center -of -ina sa system. 

Fig. 6. Scattering geometry defined in conjunction with Eq. (8). 

Fig. 7. Center -of -mass scattering geometry. 

Fig. 8. Scale drawing (plan view) bt counter arrangement. 

Fig. 9. Scale drawing (elevation vie,~.·) of counters, including important 

supports. Counter;; n l a tid H., i'lwJ :wpports are not shown. 
L 
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t.hc Commission: 

A. Makes any warrant.y or represent.nt.ion, expressed or 
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